Most plant microRNAs (miRNAs) perform their repressive regulation through target cleavages. The resulting slicing sites on the target transcripts could be mapped by sequencing of the 3 0 -cleavage remnants, called degradome sequencing. The high sequence complementarity between miRNAs and their targets has greatly facilitated the development of the target prediction tools for plant miRNAs. The prediction results were then subjected to degradome sequencing data-based validation, through which numerous miRNA^target interactions have been extracted. However, some drawbacks are unavoidable when using this forward approach. Essentially, a known list of plant miRNAs should be obtained in advance of target prediction and validation. This becomes an obstacle to discover novel miRNAs and their targets. Here, after reviewing the current available algorithms for reverse identification of miRNA^target pairs in plants, a case study was performed by using a newly established framework with adjustable parameters. In this workflow, integration of degradome and ARGONAUTE 1-enriched small RNA sequencing data was recommended to do a relatively comprehensive and reliable search. Besides, several computational algorithms such as BLAST, target plots and RNA secondary structure prediction were used. The results demonstrated the prevalent utility of the reversed approach for uncovering miRNA^target interactions in plants.
REGULATORY MODEL OF PLANT MICRORNAS AND CURRENT TOOLS FOR TARGET IDENTIFICATION
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In plants, the primary microRNA (pri-miRNA) that was normally transcribed by RNA polymerase II [7, 8] will be subject to two-step cleavages by Dicerlike 1 (DCL1) [9, 10] , processing into a 21-bp-long duplex with 2 nt 3 0 -overhangs at both ends. The duplex strand with less stable paring at its 5 0 -end is selectively incorporated into ARGONAUTE (AGO)-associated RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), whereas the other strand enters a rapid degradation pathway [5] . Owing to the 5 0 -terminals [mostly starting with 5 0 -U (uridine)] and the sequence length of 21 nt and some undetermined sequence features [11] , a dominant portion of the plant miRNAs are enriched in AGO1 complexes [12] . After incorporation, the miRNA guides its associated complex to the highly complementary target transcript to perform a repressive action. Although some exceptional cases, such as miR172-mediated translational repression, were reported [13] , most plant miRNAs repress their target genes through transcript cleavages [5, 6] . The high sequence complementarity of miRNA-target interactions greatly facilitated the development of target prediction algorithms specific for plants. To date, several online or locally installed tools have been available for plant miRNA target prediction [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , and hundreds of experimentally validated or computationally predicted miRNA targets have been deposited in several public databases [26] [27] [28] (refer to the previous reviews [29] and [30] ).
Since the 3 0 -poly(A)-tailed cleavage remnants are relatively stable in vivo, these 3 0 -fragments could be cloned by using modified 5 0 RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA ends) to validate the predicted miRNA-target pairs [31] . By using this method, dozens of miRNA-target pairs have been experimentally verified [5] . However, laborious, costly and time-consuming become the obstacles for large-scale purpose. Fortunately, degradome sequencing [also called parallel analysis of RNA ends (PARE)or genome-wide mapping of uncapped and cleaved transcripts (GMUCT)], an innovative high-throughput method by combining the modified 5 0 RACE with the next-generation sequencing technology, was developed for transcriptome-wide mapping of target cleavage sites in both plants and animals [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . By using degradome sequencing, huge amounts of 20 nt short sequences derived from the 5 0 -ends of the 3 0 -cleavage remnants could be obtained for slicing site mapping. In the pioneer study by German et al. [33] , the degradome sequencing data were utilized to create target plots (t-plots) to extract the reliable miRNA-target pairs from the predictions [33] . In the subsequent analyses, the degradome data-based and t-plotfacilitated approach was approved to be feasible for mapping slicing sites and unveiling novel regulatory relationships between miRNAs and the targets [30, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
However, the forward framework, i.e. from target prediction to degradome data-based validation, has its intrinsic limitations. Most importantly, a set of already-known miRNAs should be in hand before doing target predictions. Besides, for certain target prediction tools that are also compatible for other sRNA species [17, 19, 21] , researchers will encounter a speed limitation when performing in silico predictions for a huge set of sRNA sequences. This limitation has become even more serious during these years considering the explosion of the publicly available sRNA high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data. Thus, it is infeasible to do target predictions for millions of sRNAs, and the prediction results would be too burdensome to deal with. This essential issue was realized by several research groups, and a novel approach developed in a reversed way was available to extract novel targets of the miRNAs, or even other sRNA species. In the following section, we will summarily introduce this reversed framework, emphasizing its utility for extracting novel sRNAs with great target cleavage potential in plants. Next, a case study will be carried out by using a reversed framework that was partially improved based on the existed ones.
DEGRADOME DATA-BASED APPROACH TO EXTRACT MICRORNA^TARGET PAIRS: INTRODUCTION OF THE REVERSED FRAMEWORK
In both the studies by German et al. [33] and Addo-Quaye et al. [32] , degradome sequencing was used for the identification of the targets of plant miRNAs or other sRNAs [32, 33] . Different from the current bioinformatics tools requiring both a set of mRNAs and a set of miRNAs/sRNAs for query, such as CleaveLand [47] and its improved version SeqTar [48] , in both studies a reversed approach independent of target predictions was developed for novel target search [32, 33] . This approach starts from degradome sequencing data. Briefly, a degradome tag along with its 15 nt upstream sequence (called 't-signature' in the study by German et al. [33] ), which could be mapped to a specific transcript, was retrieved for aligning against sRNA sequencing dataset(s), and those highly complementary alignments were further examined based on the position of the degradome signature. The alignment with the 5 0 -end of the degradome tag matched to the 10th nucleotide of a miRNA (sRNA) was retained. Considering the fact that positional heterogeneity of miRNA-guided cleavages was occasionally observed [18, 31, 49, 50] , the alignment with 5 0 -end of the degradome tag mapped to the 9th or the 11th nucleotide of a miRNA (sRNA) was also considered in the study by Addo-Quaye et al. [32] . Although quite efficient for the identification of novel targets, the reversed strategy proposed by both groups encounters some obvious limitations when dealing with huge degradome datasets and/or large sRNA query lists. Specifically, it will become too burdensome to align all the t-signatures to a large sRNA query set especially when huge degradome sequencing datasets were utilized.
Recently, an integrative web server called SoMART was developed for the analyses of plant miRNAs, tasiRNAs (trans-acting small interfering RNAs) and their targets [51] . One functional module 'Slicer detector' was designed for detecting potential cleavage sites and the corresponding miRNA or sRNA effectors. Although several case studies were successfully performed to illustrate the utility of 'Slicer detector', some shortages still exist. For example, a list of transcript sequences should be in hand before analysis, and the transcript list should not be too lengthy in order to avoid unaffordable computational tasks. Moreover, it is time-consuming to deal with enormous sRNA HTS datasets when using the online web server.
As introduced in the first section, miRNAs exert their regulatory actions through incorporating into AGO-associated RISCs. However, for all the available reversed methods, the potential miRNA/ sRNA slicers need further confirmation since their AGO loading patterns have not been determined. In this regard, the currently available sRNA HTS libraries enriched from AGO1 or other AGO proteins are valuable data resources for assessing the potential slicing activity of certain miRNAs (or other sRNAs).
CASE STUDY BY USING A PARTIALLY IMPROVED REVERSED WORKFLOW
To further emphasize the utility of the degradome data-based reversed approach and to partially eliminate the drawbacks of the current framework as mentioned above, we set out to establish an improved workflow with adjustable parameters for the identification of miRNA-target pairs ( Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1 ). First, all the available degradome sequencing datasets were included to do a comprehensive search for potential cleavage sites. The currently available degradome datasets of the two model plants, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) and rice (Oryza sativa), were contributed by several research groups [32, 33, 42, 52] and can be downloaded from Next-Gen Sequence Databases (http:// mpss.udel.edu/) [53] or GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) [54] . All the datasets (for Arabidopsis in this case study: AxIDT_raw, AxIRP_raw, AxSRP_raw, Col_raw, ein5l_raw, TWF_summary and Tx4F_summary were retrieved from Next-Gen Sequence Databases, and GSM278333, GSM278334, GSM278335 and GSM278370 were from GEO) should be pre-treated before analysis. To do the pre-treatment, the short sequences containing 'N's or with '0' read counts were removed. Besides, to enable cross-comparison among different degradome libraries, the read count of each short sequence was normalized to the total counts of the corresponding library and then multiplied by 10 6 . Thus, the abundance of each degradome tag was measured by reads per million (RPM). The degradome tags were then mapped onto all the annotated transcripts of Arabidopsis [retrieved from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR), release 10 [55] ; http://www.arabidopsis.org/] by using BLAST [56] or the algorithms specific for short sequence alignment such as SOAP [57] and Bowtie [58] . The degradome tags that could be perfectly matched to the sense polarity of any transcripts were retained. Then, the following criteria were applied to extract the potential slicing sites based on the distribution of the degradome signatures: (i) 'Average_Read count_Cleavage site' is the averaged read count (in RPM) of all the degradome tags (belonging to one library) with their 5 0 -ends mapped to a potential cleavage site; 'Average_Read count_Surrounding' is the averaged read count of all the degradome tags (also belonging to this library) that mapped to the regions surrounding the cleavage site; 'Average_Read count_Cleavage site' should be 'five times or more' (adjustable Parameter 1: set based on our research experiences; it could be fine-tuned to search for more potential cleavage sites or to increase the search reliability) than 'Average_Read count_ Surrounding'. (ii) Also for this degradome library, among the degradome tags mapped to a potential cleavage site, the most abundant tag should be among the top 12 most abundant degradome tags that perfectly matched to the corresponding transcript. The 'top 12' filter (adjustable Parameter 2) was adopted in the study by German et al. [33] . (iii) Considering the length of most plant miRNAs (21 nt) and the location of the canonical cleavage sites within the miRNA-target duplexes (between 10th and 11th nucleotides of the miRNAs), the slicing site should not reside within the first '11 nt' regions (adjustable Parameter 3: could be adjusted when analyzing other kinds of sRNAs of different length ranges) at both ends of the transcripts to ensure sufficient target sequence length for miRNA binding. Notably, the degradome libraries were treated separately. For any degradome library, if the three rules were fulfilled ( Figure 1A) , the potential slicing sites were included for further analysis. After this filtering step, the numbers of the degradome tags and the transcripts were greatly reduced, thus facilitating researchers to focus on more useful data.
According to the length range of plant miRNAs [5, 6] , the 'bait' sequences were generated by adding 10 nt sequences both upstream and downstream of the cleavage sites ( Figure 1A) . Then, the 'bait' sequences were aligned against the sRNA HTS datasets by BLAST in order to extract potential sRNA regulators. For each 'bait' sequence, the 'first 5000' (adjustable Parameter 4: the number of the obtained potential sRNA regulators could be reduced or increased by changing this parameter) BLAST results of reverse complementary matches were retained for further analysis. To increase the possibility that the extracted sRNAs are capable of performing target cleavages, we recommend to use AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS datasets for 'bait' sequence BLAST (GSM149080, GSM253622, GSM642335, GSM707682, GSM707683, GSM707684 and GSM707685 retrieved from GEO were used in this case study; these datasets were pre-treated and normalized as above mentioned for degradome data). It is based on the well-characterized RNA slicer activity of AGO1 protein [12] . This selective use of sRNA HTS data could significantly reduce the computational tasks considering the huge amounts of sRNA sequencing data currently available. The short sequences extracted from AGO1 datasets through 'bait' sequence BLAST were further filtered, and only the '19 to 24 nt' (adjustable Parameter 5) ones with read counts higher than '1 RPM' (adjustable Parameter 6: the AGO1-enriched sRNAs with levels higher than 1 RPM possess stronger potential to perform cleavages compared to those lowly expressed sRNAs) were retained.
Subsequently, all the extracted sRNAs were subjected to target prediction against the cleavage sitecontaining transcripts identified above ( Figure 1B) . Several bioinformatics tools are available for plant miRNA (sRNA) target predictions [16, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , and the miRU algorithm with 'default parameters' (adjustable Parameter 7: loosen the parameter to retrieve more prediction results, and more sRNA candidates could be retained) was used in this study. Based on the predictions, the sRNAs without predictable targets and those with predicted binding sites that did not contain any above identified cleavage sites were removed (first step of filtering). Considering the notion that the level of a sRNA in AGO1 complex could partially indicate its regulatory activity [59] , the sRNAs with normalized counts 'higher than tenth of the expression level of the most abundant sRNA' (adjustable Parameter 8) within the extracted sRNA groups were reserved. Again, the range of potential sRNA regulators was focused (second step of filtering). To further compressing the sRNA population, the third step of filtering was performed. Considering the wobble effect of DCL1-mediated cleavages during miRNA processing [44, 60] , the retained sRNAs were classified into several subgroups based on the criterion that 'the sRNAs sharing long overlapping regions (without mismatches) and with no longer than 2-nt overhangs at both ends with each other were classified into one category. And, only the most abundant sRNA of one category was included in the following analysis'. Notably, to investigate the effects of post-transcriptional modifications (e.g. RNA editing on miRNA gene products [43, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] ) on miRNA target recognition, 'the sRNAs containing mismatches within the long overlapping regions were treated as independent subgroups' (adjustable Parameter 9: both the Parameters 8 and 9 are optional, since the two parameters were set to reduce the computational task. If the following computational tasks are practicable, these two parameters could be deleted and all the sRNAs after the second filtering could be analyzed).
All the filtered and classified sRNAs were mapped to the Arabidopsis genome. All the perfectly matched loci were retained. For the sRNAs without perfect matches, the most perfectly matched loci with 'no more than two mismatches' (adjustable Parameter 10: this parameter was set considering the effect of post-transcriptional modifications such as RNA editing on the sRNA sequences) were retained. It was based on the consideration that post-transcriptional modifications such as RNA editing might occur on certain miRNA genes [43, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . As illustrated in Figure 1B , the '1400 nt' (adjustable Parameter 11: adjustable when analyzing other plant species) genomic sequences surrounding the sRNA loci were collected for expression-and structure-based identification of miRNA precursors. The 700 nt sequences at both ends of a sRNA locus were collected based on the statistical result that the currently reported pre-miRNAs (precursor microRNAs) of Arabidopsis and rice in miRBase (release 18; http:// www.mirbase.org/) [67] are no longer than 700 nt.
Based on the recent reports in both plants and animals that a portion of miRNA*s participate in gene regulation by incorporating into AGOassociated RISCs [11, 41, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] , the AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS datasets were used to gain the sRNA distribution patterns along the 1400 nt sequences. According to our experiences, the pre-miRNA candidate is likely to possess two isolated sRNA clusters, i.e. the miRNA cluster centered on the sRNA locus and the miRNA* cluster. For each cluster, there must be at least two sRNAs, and each sRNA should highly overlap with the neighboring sRNA(s) sharing more than 80% (adjustable Parameter 12: set for the definition of sRNA cluster) overlapping region(s). Moreover, the defined clusters should not overlap with each other. Based on this definition, potential pre-miRNAs containing both miRNA clusters and miRNA* clusters could be identified. The pre-miRNAs were then subjected to secondary structure-based validation by using RNAshapes [73] or RNAfold [74] . For this validation, the sequence covering the miRNA cluster and the miRNA* cluster along with 5 nt (adjustable Parameter 13: longer sequences could be collected for secondary structure-based validation of miRNA precursors; in principle, the 'stem-loop' structure should not be significantly altered when this parameter is fine-tuned) additional sequences at both ends was collected. The canonical 'stem-loop' structure served as the reference structure for determining whether the pre-miRNA candidates were valid. The miRNA on a validated pre-miRNA was the most abundant ones within the miRNA cluster. The miRNA* was identified from the miRNA* cluster based on the '2 nt 3 0 -overhangs' rule for the miRNA-miRNA* duplex ( Figure 1B) .
To examine the efficiency of our reversed framework, 103 previously validated miRNA-target pairs were utilized (refer to Supplementary Table S2 of this study; also refer to Supplementary Tables 2  and 3 of the previous study [33] ). As a result, 83 miRNA-target pairs (80.58% of the 103 pairs) could be retrieved by using our reversed workflow (Supplementary Table S2 ). Out of the 83 pairs, 67 could pass all the validation steps such as miRU prediction, distribution pattern analysis of the AGO1-enriched sRNAs on the pre-miRNA candidates and secondary structure-based examination, and the corresponding miRNAs could be obtained. Notably, for the 10 pairs of the 67 validated ones, only the isomiRs (the ones with only a few nucleotides different from the miRNAs) were extracted from the AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS datasets. However, for these pairs, the miRNAs could be retrieved from the miRNA clusters during the distribution analysis of the AGO1-enriched sRNAs on the pre-miRNA candidates. Besides, 6 of the 83 pairs with detectable slicing sites, i.e. AT1G06180.1-miR858, AT2G47460.1-miR858, AT5G49330.1-miR858, AT1G66230.1-miR858, AT2G38080.1-miR397 and AT2G39250.1-miR172, could pass all the validation steps except for AGO1-enriched sRNA distribution analysis, since isolated miRNA clusters and miRNA* clusters could not be found on the pre-miRNA candidates. For the other five pairs, AT1G50055.1-miR173, AT1G08830.1-miR398, AT2G28190.1-miR398, AT5G57735.1-miR390 and AT5G60020.1-miR397, the previously reported cleavage sites [33] were detectable by using our workflow, whereas the corresponding miRNAs could not be extracted from the AGO1 datasets by 'bait' sequences. More interestingly, for another five previously reported pairs AT1G30210.1-miR159, AT4G18390.1-miR159, AT2G31070.1-miR159, AT3G15030.1-miR159 and AT2G36400.1-miR855 [33] , different miRNA regulators were extracted. AT1G30210.1, AT4G18390.1, AT2G31070.1 and AT3G15030.1 [all the transcripts encode TCP family proteins based on the TAIR annotations (release 10)] were indicated to be regulated by ath-miR319 but not ath-miR159 (Supplementary Table S2 ). Supportively, although miR159 shares high sequence similarity with miR319, functional specialization of these two miRNA families was reported [75] . Based on the study by Palatnik et al. [75] , MYB mRNAs were specifically regulated by miR159, while TCP mRNAs were predominantly cleaved by miR319 in Arabidopsis. In this regard, it indicates the high sensitivity of our proposed framework for discriminating cleavage actions of homologous miRNA families. For AT2G36400.1-miR855, the corresponding miRNA sequence was not found in any of the AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS datasets. Instead, ath-miR396b was suggested to be the regulator of AT2G36400.1. Considering the sequence feature of miR855 that it is 22 nt in length and starts with 5 0 -A, this miRNA may associate with other AGO complex(es). Hence, other AGO-enriched sRNA HTS datasets could be integrated into our framework when focusing on non-canonical miRNA species. Finally, for the remaining 20 miRNA-target pairs (19.42% of the 103 pairs), no potential cleavage site was discovered based on degradome signatures. Although some slicing sites might be retrieved by loosening the adjustable parameters, the interactions of these 20 pairs are very weak and need further confirmation considering the huge degradome datasets utilized in this study.
Summarily, the results obtained above demonstrate the utility and the reliability of the proposed workflow for miRNA-target identification.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES
The utility of the reversed approach is obvious: by mapping the degradome tags to the annotated transcripts, the slicing sites could be detected at a transcriptome-wide scale; then, the 'bait' sequences could be generated for extracting the potential sRNA regulators; this step intensively concentrated our research focus, from huge sRNA HTS datasets to only a set of sRNA candidates; to further increase the likelihood that these candidates could perform cleavages on the corresponding targets, the AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS datasets were utilized; by integrating more bioinformatics tools followed by experimental validation, this reversed approach could provides us with a good opportunity for discovering new miRNA genes or other sRNAgenerating loci with cleavable target transcripts. Besides, 13 adjustable parameters were integrated into the reversed workflow (Supplementary Table  S1 ). Some of these parameters, such as Parameters 8 and 9, are optional. According to the users' requirements, i.e. to reduce the false-positive discovery rate or to reduce the false-negative discovery rate, all the parameters could be fine-tuned.
However, based on the results obtained in the case study, we would like to raise some suggestions here for further improvements of this degradome data-based framework. A recent study by Qi's group (2010) reported a novel class of plant miRNAs called long miRNAs (lmiRNAs). These 24 nt lmiRNAs could mediate DNA methylation at both cis and trans genomic loci, indicating that certain miRNAs could return into the nucleus after their maturation [76] . In this regard, the pre-mRNAs (i.e. the primary messenger RNAs containing introns) may suffer from miRNA-mediated cleavages. Due to the limited evidences for supporting this hypothesis, current studies mapped the degradome tags only to the mature mRNAs. If the nuclear-localized interactions between miRNAs and the pre-mRNAs are true, the potential target sites resided within the introns and the exon-intron junctions have been lost in the previous studies. Second, more efforts should be devoted to illustrating the potential role of alternative splicing in modulating the regulatory effects of a specific miRNA on different transcript forms belonging to the same gene ( Figure 1A) . Notably, a systemic study on the effect of alternative splicing on the complexity of miRNA-mediated gene regulation in Arabidopsis was reported recently. Among the 354 identified miRNA-binding sites, at least 44 (12.4%) were indicated to be affected by alternative splicing [77] . From this point of view, alternative splicing events resided within the miRNA binding sites may serve as a plausible mechanism for attenuating miRNA-mediated gene regulation. Whether this mechanism is true and widespread in the plant kingdom needs further investigation. Finally, much more kinds of HTS data could be integrated into the framework for certain purpose. For instance, the sRNA HTS data generated from dcl1 mutant could be utilized to partially validate the reliability of miRNA candidates considering the reliance of miRNAs on DCL1 during their biogenesis [5, 6] .
Taken together, the emerging value of the reversed framework for the identification of plant miRNA/sRNA-target pairs was proposed here. We hope that our introductory study could inspire more research efforts on this field, which, foreseeably, could greatly facilitate the functional studies on plant sRNAs.
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Key Points
This study proposed a reversed methodological framework for the identification of novel miRNA^target pairs in plants:
In this article, we emphasized that a degradome sequencing data-based approach for miRNA^target pair identification was required by plant biologists. To this end, first, we summarized the current achievements on miRNA target discovery and pointed out the limitations of the available algorithms and tools for degradome data-based identification of miRNA^target pairs. Then, we proposed a partially improved reversed workflow with adjustable parameters. Finally, by integrating the currently available degradome sequencing data and the AGO1-enriched sRNA HTS data, a case study was performed to demonstrate the utility and the reliability of the reversed framework. More efforts are needed to improve the reversed framework, and more HTS datasets and bioinformatics tools could be integrated into this framework for certain research purpose. 
